teres sont nettement intermediaires, mais il se peut qu'il
s'agisse seulement de cas particuliers. Par exemple, la formation de la pousse terminale est intermediaire entre
lhorthotropiede P. omorica e t la tendance de P. sitchensis a
devier de ce type de croissance. Cela apparait en particulier
dans la reaction des divers types a la neige. De meme, la
sensibilite au fr'oid de l'hybride est intermediaire entre
celle de P. sitchensis (sensible aux gelees tardives) et celle
d e P. omorica (resistant). Aucune conclusion ne peut encore

etre donnee en ce qui concerne l'allure generale de la
croissance.
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The Processing of Pollen
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For some years the work of controlled pollination has
been carried out by means of a simple and practical technique. Before they become receptive, female flowers are
isolated with greaseproof paper bags. When they a r e judged
to be ready for pollination, this is accomplished with s
camel hair brush or a pollen gun (see Figure I). The pollen
is collected either from the selected trees as the male flowers mature, or individual strobile are snipped off into pollen
extractors (see Figure 2) and left to mature there. If the pollen is not used immediately it is stored in a cold room
until it is required.
In general this procedure worked well enough during
the large-scale larch breeding Programme a t Newton
Nursery, Morayshire, in 1956. I t was also employed successfully in smaller operations on Douglas fir, some twoneedled pines and birch. However, several factors, particularly failures in some crosses, have led to the study of
pollen processing in order that this part of the work should
be as soundly based as possible. The experiments Summarised below were carried out at the British Forestry Commission's Research Station, Alice Holt Lodge, during 1957
and 1958.
The processing of pollen rnay be divided into six stages,
namely collection, ripening, extraction, storage, testing
and use. Greatest attention has been paid to ripening,
extraction and testing as these presented the greatest
(1954) and others
problems. Study of the work of DUFFIELD
on the storage of pollen suggests that suitable storage techniques are already available: none tested so far is perfect,
however, and much work remains to be done in this field.
1. The Collection of Pallen

Male flowers on their branchlets rnay be collected from
grafts made two or three years previously or, if these are
too small and for that reason are male sterile, the twigs are
obtained straight from the parent tree. This is done either
with a shotgun firing heavy gauge shot, by using high
pruning secateurs or by climbing the tree. Whichever
method is adopted it must be stressed that the branchlets,
however collected, should have their newly severed ends
soaked in water as socm las possible after cutting. A supply
of water should be carried on field expeditions if none is
likely to be available on the site. The material should then
be stored in polythene bags with a little water until it is to
be used - this time should not exceed three or four hours
unless the material is kept moist and very cool.

The male flower bearing branches rnay be collected before the pollen is normally released, but even when the
flowers have begun to shed their pollen sufficient is usually
left after collection to provide the relatively small amounts
necessary for controlled pollination work.
2. Ripening the Male Flowers

This rnay be allowed to proceed naturally but, for the
purposes of crossing Programmes, some forcing is usually
necessary. For example the female flowers of a given clone
rnay become receptive a little in advance of the male
flowers even without their being isolated in paper bags,
which hastens this development still more. Also one particular clone rnay be well ahead of others both in male and in
female flowering. Thus self-pollination or reciprocal
crossing with a clone of later flowering rnay be impossible
without hastening the ripening of the male flowers or
storing the pollen for a season. A further advantage given
by forcing the early release of pollen is that collection and
testing can be completed before the actual pollination
work begins.
Experiments a t Alice Holt have shown that it is possible
to bring on pollen of many species of coniferous and broadleaved trees by subjecting the developing male flowers to
conditions of increased day-length, light intensity and
warmth in a highly humid atmosphere. In the first trials
of this method twigs of several species bearing male flowers were taken three weeks, one month and two months
before they were due to shed pollen naturally and brought
to Alice Holt. Some species had to be transported over
80 miles and in all cases the newly-severed ends of the
branches wer~edipped in water; where possible the branch
was dipped under water a t the point at which it was cut.
All branches were then packed in polythene bags until
reaching the glasshouse a t Alice Holt. On arrival the
branches were placed in jars of water or weak nutrient
solution (HEWITT,1952), covered with the polythene bags
and placed in the glasshouse. This had been partitioned so
that different treatments could be given to the branches
as shown in Table 1.
The duration of the treatment varied with species snd
how far in advance of normal flowering time the branches
had been taken. The treatment time ranged from one to
four weeks, the male flowers being closely watched for full
ripening; when this stage had been reached the ties holding
the polythene bags in position were loosened to lower the
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